SECRET
Oifig an Aire Airgeadais
Date: 11th February 2009

Memorandum for Government
Recapitalisation of the Banking System
Decision sought
1.
Approval is sought for
(i)
term for the r capitalisation of Bank of Ireland and AIB to be announced
this ev ning, as summarised at paragraph 3 and s t out in the te1m sheet
attached at Appendix 1. A summary of the te1m sheets is attached to the
announcement at Appendix 2. The total recapitalisation purchase is 7bn 3.5bn for each bank. The term sheet is subject to EU tate aid approval
and amendments agreed by the Minister for Finance and the Banks;
(ii)
The 7bn will be provided from the ational Pensions Reserve Fund, 4
billion of which will come from the Fund's existing resources and 3bn by
means of a frontloading of the 2009 and 20l O Exchequer contributions;
(iii)
the Bank Customer package which has been negotiated with the banks in
the context of the recapitalisation as set out at Paragraphs 25-30 below;
(iv)
an announcement that at the end- farch review of the guarantee cheme, we
intend to engage v ith the European Commission to discuss revision of the
Scheme to encompass longer-term bond issuance by the Banks, consi tent
with State aid requirements;
(v)
an annoUllcement that, taking into accoUllt EU and market developments,
the Government will examine various options to deal with tiskier parts of
the banks' loan books, i.e. land and development, on a basis which would
eventually lead to a favourable outcome for the taxpayers· and
(vi)
the broad tem1s of the proposed announcement { ppendix 2)

Government is also asked to note that the banks have agreed that total
remuneration for all senior executive will be reduced by at lea t 25%.
o
perforn,ancc bonuses will be paid for these senior executives and no salary
increases -..villbe made in relation to 2008 and 2009. The two banks have also
accepted that, for non-executive directors, fees will be reduced by at least 25%.
Why Recapitalise the Banks

2.

The international financial c1isis which led to numerous tate interventions in
national banking systems across the world is proving to be acute and prolonged.
Against this background, particularly in a situation where there is extensive
exposure to land and development loans in the Irish banking sector the funding
po ition of Irish banks ha e weakened ignificantly in recent week . One effect
of increasing loan iropai1me11t, whether already acknowledged or expected in the
ne t few years, ha been incrca cd market expectations of the levels of quality
capital (i.e Core Tier I) bai1ks require.
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Higher levels of capital arc required not only in re pon c to market demands to
provide a buffer for expected lo ses and underpin the solvency of the bank but
also to allow for continued lending and to suppo1t ow· banking sector in attracting
the funding needed to help the economy deal with the ery unfavourable
intemational climate.
ignificant falls in the share prices of Ilish banks in recent months are evidence
of the market's belief that the Irish banks are undercapitalised.
3.

Against the background of increasing concem about impairments and in the
context of the taking into tate ownership of Anglo Irish Bank, it has become
clear that the Banks require an increased level of capital and at an accelerated
rate. While the immediate proposals are aimed at addressing difficulties for Bank
of Ireland and AIB, appropriate measures will ha e to be taken with regard to
INB ILP and EB . The situation regarding these banks is set out below.

4.

Capitalisation of AIB and BOI, and mea ures aimed at the other institutions, will
help the cutTent situation. It is absolutely necessary to prevent our banks from
being significantly downgraded by the rating agencies, which would have an
immediate effect on funding and thereafter on lending capacity and the economy.
Such downgrades could have a knock-on effect on the State's own credit rating.
However recapitalisation can only be one part of an overall response.

Capitalisation
5.
The main features of the proposed recapitalisation arc:
• The Govemment will provide 3.5bn in Core Tier l capital for each bank .
• In retwu for the overall investment the Minister will get preference shares
with a fixed dividend of 8% payable in cash or ordinary shares in lieu.
These preference shares can be redeemed at par up to the fifth anniversary
of the issue and at 125% of face value thereafter.
The
'Minister can appoint in total, 25% of the directors to both banks .
•
The
Minister also gets 25% of total ordinary voting rights in respect of
•
ce1tain functions including change of control and board appointments.
Warrants attached to the Preference hare give an option to purcha e
25% of the ordinary share capital of each bank existing on the date of
issue of the cw Preference hares. The strike price of the first I 5% of
the Warrants exercised by the State shall be 0.975 for 18 and 0.52 for
801. The st1ikc price of the balance of the Warrants shall be 0. 75 for
18 and €0.20 for 801.
• If the bank redeems up to 1.5bn of the State investment in cw
Preference Shares from privately sourced Core Tier I capital p1·ior to I
December 2009, then the Wan-ants will be reduced pro rata to that
redemption to an amount representing not less than 15% of the ordinaty
shares of the bank.

•

6.
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The 01iginal propo ed Capitalisation Scheme was announced in December. At
that time, it wa proposed that the State would pro ide 2bn upfront and
underw1ite another Jbn to be sought by the banks from existing and new
in cstors. Market conditions in relation to such share subsciiption arc such that
private investor will not subsctibc to such equity on acceptable tenn at present.
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7.

An additionaJ 500m is now provided to each bank because the continued
turbulence in the market means that more capital is needed to en urc the banks'
position. Furthem1ore, the banks now consider that they need the money upfront,
but they would still like the opportunity to seek to raise some of the money before
the end of the year and this is provided for in this deal. The additional [500]m
has been agreed as appropriate by the Banks themselves and is recommended by
the Go emor of the Central Bank, the NTMA and my officials in the Department
of Finance.

8.

The terms have also been amended to provide the bank with ome di cretion as to
when the coupon is paid. This strengthens the position of the banks in the market,
which is the pw-pose of the investment. However, the requirement for the
allocation of shares in lieu and the accrual of related voting rights is a firm
incentive to ensure prompt settlement by the banks.

9.

A further change from the 21 December 2008 package is the i suing of wa1rnnts
(i.e. options to pw·chase hares). This significantly strengthens the Minister's
position and ensures that the tate will benefit from any increase in the share
price if the Banks recover while indicating clearly that the tatc docs not intend
to nationalise these banks.

Position of Other Covered Institutions
I 0.
The Minister is also in discussions with the other covered institutions regarding
appropriate pro ision. 11,ese institutions do not all have the same capitalisation
requirements. Their financial po itions differ ignificantly.
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11.

EBS has a land and development loan book which, though small, is of poor
quality. They also have a commercial loan book of 1.8 billion which is of
variable quality. As a result, EBS will declare large losses of about 30-35m in
March 2009 for 2008 due to high loan impai1ment levels. Howe er losses in
future years could bring their total losses to €500m which is equivalent to I 0
years pre loss earnings and would be a significant proportion of existing rese1ves.
This announcement will trigger further do'.¥11gradesby the credit rating agencies
and will result in funding problems for EB which will lead to questions as to its
future viability and to consideration of the need for a merger with another
institution. The Minister is in discussion with the society and will revert to
Government with proposals in the near future.

12.

Irish Life and Permanent OLP) is adequately capitali ed cmrentJy but has a
very high loan to deposit ratio. Much of its loan book is secured through short
term interbank botrnwing that has posed ignificant challenges for ILP given
pressures on the interbank market. It has had recourse to significant collateralised
funding from the ECB which need to be addre ed. The Mini ter will continue
to examine the po ition in relation to ILP.

13.

In the ca e of Irish l'lationwide, a with other covered in titutions, the funding
po ition remain weak. Though currently in a strong ca h po ition, the pro pect of
further ratings downgrades and resulting deposit outflows could seriously weaken
the ociety' position o er a short period. The society ha a cry large
development loan book. My Department is closely monitoring the position with a
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view to exploring contingency arrangement
the coming months.

for dealing with Irish

ationwidc in

Revie, of Guarantee Scheme
14.
Many countries have introduced guarantee schemes that facilitate their banks in
issuing longer tc1m debt, e.g. up to five year bonds in limited and exceptional
circumstances. Irish banks owing to the end-September 20 l 0 legi lative deadline
applying to the guarantee chcmc have in practice have been unable to issue new
bond for a period extending beyond the guarantee. It i clearly in the interests of
the stability of the financial system that banks are able to raise longer-term money
and reduce their dependency on short term money markets. It is not proposed to
increase the tatc's exposure under the guarantee chcmc but to announce that as
patt of the review of the guarantee chcmc to be completed by end-March thi
year, we intend to engage with the European Commission to discuss rcvi ion of
the chcmc to encompass longer-term bond issuance by the banks, con istcnt
with State aid requirements.
Loan Impairments
15.
The primary concern swToLmding the Irish banking sector i the potential for
heavy losses on loans on the banks' balance sheets. As long as this i sue remains
unaddressed the bank ha e argued that markets will continue to have doubts
about the ability of the Irish banks to absorb these losses resulting in continued
funding difficulties and an incentive not to engage in further lending. The primary
area of concern is the land and development loan books of the banks. The total
value of the loans in this category is 34bn for AIB and BOI, as illustrated in the
table below. The table highlight the level of land and de elopment loans in these
institutions as well as likely level of impairments on these books as a sessed by
PricewaterhouseCoopers and Jones Lang LaSalle in reviews undenaken for the
Regulator and the NTMA. Increasingly, markets and other counn·ie are looking
to asset side olutions to supplement other actions taken to addres the current
crisis. A common EU framework has been proposed for asset protection scheme.
Lru·ge projected falls in the alue of property here makes the i sue ven more
pressing in the iew of Irish banks
Institution
€B

Total Land &

Dcvclo rncnt Loans
Jmpaim1cntOver 35 ears

BOT

TNBS

ATB

EBS

Total

13

21

34

5.6

0.5

25.8

2.9

4.6

7.5

1.6

0.2

6.8

16.

The inistcr for Finance considers that some action may have to be taken to deal
with the riskier parts of the banks' loan books, i.e. land and development but he
docs not favour arrangements which leave the taxpayer exposed to undue 1isks
which should be borne by the banks' shareholder . Any such a1nngcmcnt should
en ure a commercial outcome for the tate. The Minister proposes that in
examining the options, he will take into account EU and market developments.
The UK has annOLmced, in outline, a risk insurance scheme but will. not be
announcing the term until end of February. The Minister propo e that the
announcement today will indicate that we arc looking at risk on the
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land/de clopmcnt pa11 of the bank ' loan books but will not commit us to any
particular model or scheme. The banks themselves have made a propo al for ti k
insurance and this is analysed at Appendix 3.
EU Commission
17.
The Minister's Department and its commercial legal ad isers Arthur Cox ha e
consulted with the Commission on the recapitalisation proposals.
TI1c
Commi sion have expressed concerns that the proposed 8% remuneration level
for the tatc's investment is low and have requested analysis of the rate of return
when account is taken of the wan-ants, redemption and other terms. They have
also highlighted the requirement for a viability plan subject to Commission
approval in respect of both institutions on the basi that they do not regard the
banks as meeting the Commission's risk profile for "fundamentally strong"
institutions.
18.

The Dcpai1mcnt's as cs mcnt is that the coupon rate is appropriate and within
guidelines set duwn in this regard by the European Commission. It al o considc1
that agreement on the restructuring plan requirement, and provision to the
Commission of the additional infom1ation required on the rate of return, will
allow us to meet Commission requirements for approval of the recapitalisation
measure.

19.

The proposal to revise the guarantee Scheme has been raised with the
Commission. EU officials stressed that they would require specific details of the
proposals and that Member States cannot select the mo t favourable clements of
different guarantee models. The draft announcement addresses this point by
noting that the Government will examine how the Scheme could be re iscd
subject to European Commission approval and consistent with EU State aid
requirements to achieve a reduction in risk overall, including by supporting
longcr-tcm1 bond i suancc by the covered institutions.

20.

Options to deal with risk on banks' loan books have not been raised fo1mally with
the Commission to date. The ornmission have, however, been advi ed that in
line with other EU Member tatcs various options arc under examination. The
Department of Finance's assessment is that the Commission would not object to a
statement which said that the Government intends to examine various options to
address, this providing the statement highlights the intention to consult with the
Commission and conform to tatc aid requirements.

Remuneration
In conjunction with this support, it is proposed that significant reductions be
made in remuneration of Directors and senior executives of the co ered
institutions ie AIB, BOI, Anglo, ILP, EB and INB . The banks accept that pay
restraint is important in the overall contc t of the economy and the support being
provided by th taxpayer, and will act accordingly. As a tep in this direction,
both IB and Bank of Ireland accept that the pay of senior executive will be
curtailed. Total remuneration for all senior executi es will be reduced by at lea t
25%.
o petforIDance bonu e will be paid for the e enior executi e and no
alary .increa es will be made in relation to 2008 and 2009. The two bank ha e

21.
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also accepted that, for non-executive director , fees will be reduced by at lea t
25%.
22.

The question of bonuses and pension arrangements will be reviewed further
following the report of the independent committee appointed to ad ise the
Minister for Finance under the Guarantee
cheme. The CIROC rep01t on
remuneration in banks is expected shortly. The role of CIROC is to consider the
remuneration plans of each of the institutions covered by the Government
guarantee and make recommendations to the Minister.

Go ernance
23.
The Minister intends to review governance an·angements for financial
institutions, including the question of renewal of their boards. The banks ha e
indicated that they are agreeable to the issue of a statement of intent regarding
such a review.
Implementation
24.
Funds required to meet recapitalisation will be provided by the ational Pension
Reserve Fund over the course of 2009 and 2010 subject to the enactment by the
Oireachtas of the PRF Amendment Bill. The fund at end of 2008 had liquid
assets of 4bn. The Exchequer will fund the remaining 3bn for the moment, but
this will be recouped by the Exchequer by offsetting it against the annual
contribution to the NPRF. Interest and shares received on foot of the preference
shares investment will accme to the NPRF.
Bank Customers Package
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25.

The banks have reconfirmed their December commitment to increase lending
capacity to small and medium enterprises by 10% and to provide an additional
30% capacity for lending to first time buyers in 2009. The banks have committed
to public campaigns to actively promote their lending to these sectors. A I00m
environmental improvement fund is also being established by each bank.

26.

Statutory codes of practice on business lending and mortgage atTears have been
finalised and will be published by the Financial Regulator in the coming days.
The business lending code will require banks to offer annual review meeting , to
inform cu tomers of the basis for decisions made and to have written procedures
for the proper handling of complaints. Where a customer gets into difficulty the
banks will seek to agree an approach to resolve problems and provide reasonable
time and approp1iate advice.

27.

Under the mortgage arrears code where a borrower is in difficulty the lender will
make every reasonable effort to agree an alternative repayment schedule and will
only commence legal action for repossession after six months from the time
arrear fir t arise. Furthcnnorc the two recapitalised banks will not enforce
repossession of a principal private residence within 12 months of an-cars
appearing, where the customer continues to cooperate reasonably and honestly
with the bank. The banks have a sured Go emmcnt that in the no1mal course of
events they will make e e1y effort to avoid repossessions, as has been evidenced
by the Iow le e I of repossessions by them to date.
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28.

The availability of a pool of skilled support for major companies and construction
projects is an essential component of Ireland's attJ:action as a business location.
The recapitalised banks have agreed to work closely with the IDA, Enterprise
Ireland and with State agencies to ensure the supply of appropriate finance to
contractors engaged on major projects sponsored by them.

29.

More generally, the banks have agreed to engage in a 'clearing group' chaired by
a Go ernment representative and including repre entation from business interests
and State agencies. The purpose of this group will be to identify specific patterns
of events or cases where the flow of credit to viable projects appears to be blocked
and to seek to identify credit supply solutions. The recapitalised banks have also
agreed to fund and cooperate with an independent review of credit availability
which will be managed jointly by the banks, Government and business
representatives.

30.

The banks have also agreed to each provide 15m to a new seed capital fund with
Enterprise Ireland, and have also committed to abide by prompt payment mlc
requiting payment within 0 days and an interest charge on late payment . Full
details of the customer package arc attached at ppcndix 2 along with the
proposed announcement and summary term sheet.

Conclusion
31.
This overall package deals with the main issues facing the two big banks at
present and should assist in efforts to provide lending into the ltish economy.
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32.

Recapitalisation will support stability because improving the capital position of
the two banks will help build market confidence, secure their funding position
and allow them to engage in new lending. In the current environment, an 8%
coupon offer the tate appropriate return, and the tate gets shares in lieu if the
payment is not made.

33.

Additionally, the wa1rnnts give the State an opportunity to benefit from any
improvement in either bank's share price. Further, 1isk reduction options for
discussion with the banks should offer substantial upside access to movements in
the banks' share prices. 1l1is is because if the tatc's capital is not redeemed
within a 5 year period, there is option to purchase a 25% stake in the banks at a
sttike price for the Core Tranche of warrants 0.975 for AIB and €0.52 for Balthe strike price of the balance of the warrants shall be €0.375 for AIB and 0.20
for BoI.

34.

ignal that the Go ernment i looking at ri k should be of some help to the
market assessment of the banks. Stability and confidence arc needed at this time
because the markets arc fragile and there is significant negative sentiment about
Ireland. The proposals in relation to capitali ation, the Guarantee an-angement
and dealing with ri k in relation to land and development loan ha e been
recommended to the Mini ter for Finan e and the Govemment by the Governor
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of the Central Bank, the Financial Regulator, the
officiaJs and bi financial and legal ad isors.
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